This paper attacks the problem of constructing function spaces for a convenient class of quasi-uniform spaces. As, for the sake of completeness, multi-valued functions have to be considered, we de ne a suitable power space functor. The arising monad is a computational monad in the sense of Eugenio Moggi. The tensorial strength thus given enables us to lift the usual product to a symmetric tensor product on the Kleislicategory of the monad. It is now possible to de ne a function space constructor yielding a symmetric monoidal closed category. As an example, we give a convenient model for the real numbers in this category.
Introduction
Quasi-uniformities | a common re nement of partially ordered sets and uniform spaces | serve as a useful notion to introduce the idea of quantity into domain theory. This paper attacks the problem of constructing function spaces for a convenient class of quasi-uniform spaces.
As objects of our category we choose complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces, which have proved to be of computational signi cance (see Smy91] ). The examples in mind are those spaces which arise from Lawson-compact domains. There are two ways to describe the quasi-uniform structure U D on such a domain D. On These examples suggest not to consider uniformly continuous functions only (these correspond to the monotone Lawson-continuous functions) but to take as morphisms all continuous functions between the spaces; these correspond to Scott-continuous functions. This is necessary for the sake of completeness: There are easy examples of increasing sequences of monotone Lawson-continuous functions whose least upper bound is not Lawson-continuous.
The universal property characterising the completion of quasi-uniform spaces (cf. Smy93] and S un93]) does hold for a larger class of morphisms than just the uniformly continuous functions. This has yet to be worked out and will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. For complete totally bounded spaces, however, this larger class coincides with the continuous functions considered in the present paper.
Unfortunately, the structure of arbitrary complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces is still not rich enough to guarantee completeness of the functionspace. (The problem is that the specialization order on the codomain may be at.) Thus the limit of a Cauchy net of functions may not be a single-valued function any more. An elegant description of multivalued functions is via the Kleisli category of the monad de ned by a suitable power space functor. Therefore, we construct a power space functor on our category which subsumes many of the well-known power domains and power spaces from the literature. The Kleisli category of this monad is symmetric monoidal closed with respect to a natural tensor product. In fact, we get a computational monad as de ned by Eugenio Moggi in Mog91].
Preliminaries and notations
If (X; T ) is a topological space, then closure and interior of a subset A X with respect to T are denoted by cl T (A) and int T (A), respectively. Moreover, N(x) stands for the lter of all neighbourhoods of the point x 2 X. We use the symbol T to denote the specialization (pre-)order on X which is de ned by x T y i x 2 cl T (fyg). The term compact means Hausdor and quasicompact.
A quasi-uniformity on a set X is a lter U of binary relations (called entourages) on X such that (a) Each element of U contains the diagonal X of X X.
(b) For any U 2 U there is a V 2 U satisfying V 2 U.
Here V 2 is an abbreviation for V V , where UV := f(x; y) j 9z 2 X : x U z V yg is the usual relational product. (We use the notation x U y for (x; y) 2 U.) If U is a quasi-uniformity on X, then so is U ?1 := fU ?1 j U 2 Ug, where U ?1 := f(x; y) j y U xg. The pair (X; U) is called a quasi-uniform space. The coarsest uniformity (i.e. quasi-uniformity having a base of symmetric entourages) ner than U is denoted by U . It is generated by the entourages U := U \ U ?1 , where U runs over U.
We employ the notation x]U for fy 2 X j x U yg and analogously A]U to mean S a2A a]U = fy 2 X j 9x 2 A : x U yg for any subset A of X. This unusual notation is chosen because it ts nicely with the relational product:
A quasi-uniformity U on a set X induces a topology T (U) on X having as neighbourhood lter of x the set f x]U j U 2 Ug. The sets x]U need not be open in general, but any given entourage contains an entourage U such that x]U is T (U)-open for all x 2 X. (There is also a base of entourages V , where the sets x]V ?1 are closed for all x.) The relation U := T U2U U is a partial preorder on X, it is the specialization order of T (U). From now on we will only consider separated spaces, i.e. spaces where the topology T (U) satis es the T 0 -axiom. This is the case i the preorder U = T (U) is an order; an equivalent condition is that the topology T (U ) satis es the Hausdor axiom. We will frequently use the fact that for any subset A of X its closure may be calculated by cl T (U) (A) = T f A]U ?1 j U 2 Ug.
A function f : X ?? -Y between quasi-uniform spaces (X; U) and (Y; V) is (quasi) uniformly continuous, if for any given entourage V 2 V there is some U 2 U such that x U x 0 always implies f(x) V f(x 0 ). A unimorphism is a uniformly continuous bijective function with uniformly continuous inverse. The quasi-uniform spaces form a category with the uniformly continuous functions as morphisms. A function f : X ?? -Y will be called continuous, if it is continuous with respect to the topologies T (U) and T (V), where U and V are the quasi-uniformities on X and Y , respectively. Given two quasi-uniform spaces (X; U) and (Y; V), the product quasi-uniformity U V on the cartesian product X Y is generated by the entourages U V := n hx; yi; hx 0 ; y 0 i x U x 0 and y V y 0 o for U 2 U and V 2 V. (We will use the angle brackets h ; i to denote pairs which are elements of some categorical product and braces ( ; ) for pairs in the set-theoretical sense, mainly elements of entourages.) The quasi-uniform space (X Y; U V) together with the usual projections 1 and 2 is the categorical product of the objects (X; U) and (Y; V). The topology T (U V) coincides with the product topology of T (U) and T (V). Furthermore, the relation (U V) ?1 = U ?1 V ?1 holds.
Further information on the basic theory of quasi-uniformities may be found in FL82]. For the concepts of domain theory, we refer the reader to GHK + 80] and Jun89].
2 Complete totally bounded quasi-uniform spaces A quasi-uniform space (X; U) is totally bounded, if for any entourage U 2 U there are nitely many sets A 1 ; : : :; A n X such that A 1 A n = X and A i A i U for all i 2 f1; : : :; ng. An equivalent condition is that for any entourage U there is a nite set F X with X = F]U . Hence if (X; U) is totally bounded then so are (X; U ?1 ) and (X; U ). Products of totally bounded spaces are totally bounded.
The theory of completeness and completion of quasi-uniform spaces was dealt with in Smy93] and S un93] using the concept of round Cauchy lters. In the present paper, however, we prefer to use nets rather than lters. This access was developed in S un92], where it is shown to simplify to bicompleteness and bicompletion (cf. FL82]) for the case of totally bounded spaces. From S un92] we cite the following (see also Smy91]):
De nition. A bi-Cauchy net on a quasi-uniform space (X; U) is a net (x ) 2 with the property that for all entourages U there is an index 2 such that for all larger indices and the relation x U x holds. The net is said to converge strongly to a point x 2 X if it converges to x with respect to the topology T (U ). This will be abbreviated as (x ) s ! x. Any T (U )-cluster point of a bi-Cauchy net is a strong limit.
A totally bounded quasi-uniform space is complete if every bi-Cauchy net is strongly convergent. This is the case i (X; U ) is a complete uniform space. Note that if (X; U) is a complete totally bounded space, then so are (X; U ?1 ) and (X; U ) Products of complete spaces are complete.
From S un93] we cite the result Proposition 1 If (X; U) is a complete totally bounded quasi-uniform space, then the ordered set (X; U ) has suprema of directed subsets. Moreover, the topology T (U) is sober and hence coarser than the Scott topology.
Corollary 2 Any continuous function between complete quasi-uniform spaces is Scott-continuous with respect to the induced orders.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that continuous functions between sober spaces are Scott-continuous (Lemma II-3.10 of GHK + 80]).
We denote by CTOB Proof. Suppose f : X ?? -Y is continuous and hx; yi = 2 H f . Then f(x) 6 y, thus there is some V 2 V such that the relation f(x) V 3 y does not hold. We choose U 2 U such that x U x 0 always implies f(x) V f(x 0 ) (continuity of f in x). Now Remark. In order for PX to be complete, total boundedness of X is necessary as the example of the real line equipped with the usual uniformity shows: If A n = n; 1), then the bi-Cauchy sequence (A n ) n2N does not converge, since the empty set, which is the only possible point of convergence, is a discrete point of the power space. and we obtain: For the rectangular identity, suppose we are given an element 2 P 3 X. Then is the quasi-uniform space corresponding to the Smyth power domain. For arbitrary quasi-uniform spaces (X; U), the Smyth power space of (X; T (U)) is the subspace of (PX; T ( b U)) consisting of all the quasicompact upper sets (see Smy83]).
Let us consider U ?1 instead of U for a complete totally bonded quasi-uniform space (X; U). The power space P(X; U ?1 ) consists of all T (U)-closed sets. The quasi- Proof. The only thing to show is that the structure map inf : PX ?? -X is uniformly continuous. As it was shown continuous above, it remains to prove continuity with respect to the lower topologies by Theorem 3. But this is easy to see, since inf ?1 ("x) = fA j inf A xg = fA j A "xg is closed in the lower topology on PX.
Excluding the empty set
If we consider just all nonempty closed sets to form the power space, then there is not much change since ;] b U = f;g implies that the empty set is an isolated point of PX. As "f(A) is nonempty for nonempty sets A and morphisms f, we may de ne the functor P 0 : CTOB c ?? -CTOB c assigning to an object (X; U) the space P 0 X := PXnf;g together with the restriction of the quasi-uniformity b U and operating on morphisms in the same way as P. If and all its elements are nonempty, then X ( ) is nonempty too, hence we may restrict and co-restrict X to P 2 0 X and P 0 X, respectively. The same is possible for , therefore we again obtain a monad. Now the algebras are continuous posets having all bounded suprema; the structure map remains the in mum. Morphisms of algebras are those morphisms preserving binary in ma.
Constructing the function space
In this section, we will construct a quasi-uniform structure for the set X?? The quasi-uniform structure U? -V on X?? -PY ] may be described as follows: Corresponding to the sets R](U V ?1 ) we get for f : X ?? -PY and entourages U 2 U, V 2 V the`smeared function' U f V from X to PY , the full power set of Y . Its value at x is the V -neighbourhood of the set of all values of f of the U-neighbourhood of x, i.e. The one-point space 1 serves as neutral element with respect to the tensor product. The isomorphisms for associativity and neutrality are de ned in the obvious way and easily proved to be such isomorphisms. The latter three diagrams above prove them to be natural transformations. The relevant diagrams for coherence are valid as well, they transfer from those for the product in CTOB c . As an example, we consider the associativity law: The isomorphism : X (Y Z) -K (X Y ) Z is de ned to be ; its inverse is ?1 , indeed we calculate: ( ) ( ?1 ) = P( ) ?1 = P ?1 = = id. Commutativity of the coherence diagram
K is proved by the following computation:
laws of the monad = ( id) (id ) natural = coherence for . = P P monad; natural = P( ) P functor = Naturality of is proved using the identity f ( (g h)) = (id ) (f (g h)) which enables us to compose the diagram for naturality of out of the diagram for naturality of and the third of the above diagrams for . The details are left to the reader.
Let us nally consider the symmetry. If = h 2 ; 1 i is the symmetry isomorphism for the product, then the identity = P holds. From this it is easy to see that = serves as a symmetry isomorphism for . If we pick an element hz; Ri not contained in H, then R is not a subset of the set fhx; yi j y 2 f(hx; zi)g, hence there exists an element hx; yi 2 R such that y = 2 f(hx; zi). Excluding the empty set Considering the functor P 0 rather than P (i.e. excluding the empty set) gives us a stronger version of the last two diagrams for above: The triangle
commutes. This implies that the tensor product has a weak product property.
The real numbers
We are going to de ne a convenient model of the real numbers in our category. Let R be the set of all nite and in nite sequences of +1's, 0's and -1's, i.e. We will refer with (x i ) to the elements of R. A base for a quasi-uniformity on this set is de ned by (x i ) U n (y i ) def () if x j is de ned then y j is de ned and x j = y j for j = 1; : : :; n, where n 2 N. This gives an object of CTOB c . The induced order is the pre x order of sequences. We think of an in nite sequence (x i ) as a representation of the real number X x i 2 i . This will be de ned rigourously in the sequel.
We assume the real interval ?1; 1] to carry the uniformity generated by the ususal metric. Thus the entourages U " := f(x; y) j jx ? yj "g form a base for the uniformity.
We will now prove ?1; 1] to be a retract of R in the category CTOB The embedding is continuous, the retraction even uniformly continuous:
Proposition 21 The retraction r is a uniformly continuous map from R into P ?1; 1]. Proof. Obviously, r(x i ) is a closed subset of ?1; 1] in its usual topology.
To establish uniform continuity, assume that (x i ) U n (y i ) holds. We will show that this relation implies r(x i ) c U " r(y i ) with " = 1 2 n?1 . There are two cases. If x n is de ned, then we have x i = y i for all i 2 f1; : : :; ng; thus, for we have jz ? s(x i )j 2 ?n , hence z 2 r(x i )]U "=2 . But r(y i ) z]U "=2 also holds, therefore we get r(y i ) z]U "=2 r(x i )]U "=2 ]U "=2 r(x i )]U " which was to be proved. If x n is not de ned, then the sequence (x i ) pre xes (y i ) and hence r(y i ) r(x i ) holds which trivially implies the desired relation.
Proposition 22
The embedding e is a continuous map from ?1; 1] into PR. Proof. Again, the closedness of e(x) is easy to establish: If (y i ) is any sequence which is not contained in e(x), this can be the case for two reasons. Firstly, (y i ) may be a nite sequence. Suppose that n is an index such that y n is not de ned. Then the U ?1 nneighbourhood of (y i ) consists of all pre xes of (y i ) and does not intersect e(x). If (y i ) is in nite, but s(y i ) = P yi 2 i 6 = x, then there is some n 2 N such that jx ? s(y i )j > 2 ?n+1 . Now any in nite sequence (z i ) in the U ?1 n -neighbourhood of (y i ) sums up to some number z satisfying jz ? s(y i )j 2 ?n+1 . Hence z 6 = x, therefore z = 2 e(x). For the continuity of e let x 2 ?1; 1] and n 2 N. We have to nd an " > 0 such that any y with x U " y satis es e(x) c U n e(y) which means e(y) e(x)]U n . There exists some k 2 N such that k 2 n < x k+1 2 n . Thus we can nd an " > 0 such that x]U " = (x ? "; x + ") \ ?1; 1] (k=2 n ; (k + d)=2 n );
where d = 2 is chosen, if x = k+1 2 n and d = 1 otherwise. We claim that for this choice of " the desired implication holds. Suppose x U " y and (y i ) 2 e(y),i.e. s(y i ) = y. We have to construct an in nite sequence (x i ) with s(x i ) = x, where x i = y i for i = 1; : : :; n. If we set y = P n i=1 yi 2 i then jy ? yj 1 2 n , hence y = l 2 n for some l 2 fk; k + 1; k + dg by the choice of ". As x 2 ( k 2 n ; k+d 2 n ), this implies that jx ? yj 1 2 n . (Remember that d = 2 only if x = k+1 2 n .) Therefore there exits a sequence x n+1 ; x n+2 ; : : : such that P 1 i=n+1 xi 2 i = x ? y. Thus we found an element (x i ) 2 e(x) with (x i )U n (y i ).
The representation of the reals by means of signed digits was introduced into domain theory by Pietro Di Gianantonio in DG]. The advantage of this representation is the complete control of carry in addition. In our terms this means that addition is a uniformly continuous operation: The rst n digits of the sum of two numbers (sequences) are completely determined by the rst n+2 digits of the input. We are in particular able to improve the precision of the result on demand: If more digits are provided at the input, say digits n+3; : : :; n+k +2, there is no need to change the rst n digits of the output already given; the digits n + 1; : : :; n + k of the result may be calculated from the new input. This is not possible with the usual representation of the reals by unsigned digits as the following consideration shows: Suppose we are given the inputs 0:4545 : : : and 0:5454 : : :
for an addition. (We are assuming base 10 representation here.) We are not able to give the rst digit of the output. The inputs may extend to 0:45458 and 0:54547 in which case the output has to start with the digit 1. But the inputs may also extend to 0:45451 and 0:54542 in which case the result starts with a 0.
In Wie80], Edwin Wiedmer describes how to use signed-digit-representation for real analysis. He shows, for example, how to built up networks of parallel processes in order to solve xpoint equations.
